Turn your smartphone into a Star Wars light saber
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Google released a game that turns your mobile phone in the iconic lightsaber from Star Wars. The minigame is active on two screens (for example, telephone and computer). After calibrating the sword, the adventure to avoid the blows of the Stormtrooper in the space station.

Star Wars arrives in Italy. The wait on social networks - The Awakening of the Force, the first Star Wars era's social record - Sticker and lightsabers, also on Facebook is Star Wars mania - Cinema Stories - Star Wars: The Dark Side of Castelnuovo

It was launched on the occasion of the arrival of The Awakening of the Force in the halls, along with other viral tools like photo-profile with a lightsaber on Facebook or the app that blocks online spoilers for those who have not seen the last episode. But the mini-game "Escape with a lightsaber Google" is undoubtedly the one who is recording the longest wave of success among fans of the saga. Also because in a few steps lets you turn each of us into a jedi knight.
The goal of the mini-game is to avoid the blows of Stormtrooper appearing in front of a giant space station inspired by the Black Death. To play there is no need to download any component. Just type this address https://lightsaber.withgoogle.com/ the Chrome browser to display a more personalized address to be included on your smartphone. Once calibrated the device, press "Start" and it starts with the stellar escape. As explained in the FAQ, when tablets are not supported, as are the iPhone smartphone (5, 6, 6+, 6s, 6s +), Nexus (4, 5, 6, 5X, 6P), Samsung Galaxy (S3, S4, S5, S6, S6 Edge Galaxy Note 3, 4), Moto G2.

Being an experimental game (free!). Not everything is perfect (sometimes there is a delay in the smartphone commands). But the experience is really fun, as they admitted several members online.
The mini-game “Escape Lightsaber” falls within the special Star Wars launched by Google: after choosing which side of the Force to be, you can customize the layout and interfaces of the Big G services stellar theme. Among the extra products there is also Jakku Spy, an immersive virtual reality to try with Google Cardboard.